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STORY MAP

STORY MAPPING INTRO

THE USER'S GOAL
This can change throughout the journey.

CHAPTERS
This should help you to navigate the Story Map (name a 
set of steps according to the user's activity)

READY TO CODE/CODED
Mark the steps that are tested and designed, telling the developers that 
they are ready to be coded.

READY TO DESIGN/DESIGNED
Mark the steps that are tested, telling the designer that those are ready 
to be designed with a higher fidelity level.

THE STEPS = THE STORY
Describe the user's journey including the discovery of your 
product so that whoever is reading the steps would be able 
to create a movie that has no gaps.

RISKS
Mark the steps that bear assumptions so bold that they 
might break your product if they are not true. Use this lane 
as a basis to create experiments on the Bomb Board.

WALKING SKELETON
Engineers write down the task you need to do to build a very basic 
technical proof of concept without paying any attention to design.

AI POTENTIAL
AI Engineers mark the steps that could benefit from AI.

MVP
Mark the steps that you need to build to launch your MVP.

TASKS
Write down all the tasks the team needs to perform to 
enable the according step.

MVP MVP Examples

DEPLOYMENT
Mark the steps that have been deployed 
already. If you don't have a deployment 
pipeline yet CREATE A TASK 
IMMEDIATELY to get one.

IF YOU CAN SEE THIS 
YOU DON'T HAVE A 

DEPLOYMENT PIPELINE 
IN PLACE!

SKILL ACQUISITION
Mark the steps where you feel your 
team has not the skills yet to realise 
those.

MACHINE LEARNING SETUP
Mark the steps that are relevant for 
Machine Learning. If you did not set up 
a ML training center yet CREATE A TASK 
IMMEDIATELY to do so.

IF YOU CAN SEE THIS 
YOU DON'T HAVE A

ML TRAINING CENTER!

TO TEST WITH USERS
Mark the steps that need to be tested.

EXPLORE
EXECUTE

<--
Cover up 
if done.

<--
Cover up 
if done.

Gets Guest 
pre- arrival 

email

Reads App 
benefits, 
Scans QR 

code

User 
Downloads 

Mobile Guest 
App link on 

Homescreen

Opens 
app/logs- 

in

Gets asked 
to permit 
location 
tracking

Allows 
location 
tracking

Gets asked 
to allow 

notifications

Allows 
notifications

Uses phone 
directions 
to order 

Lyft.

Easily finds 
access codes 

in App. No 
searching 

emails.

Easily finds 
access 

codes in 
App.

Easily logs 
on w/ 
help

Is asked to 
rate 

MobileGuest 
App check- in.

Rates 
it 5*

Discovery Onboarding

#1–Travel for New 
Experiences w/ 
People & Places

Source::Travel in 
2022, TripAdvisor 
Ipsos MORI

Commute
to

rental

Logs 
into
WiFi

Gets Text 
to See if  
They’re 
Happy

Will User 
watch Video?

Should it 
auto- launch?

Users 
might not 
want to do 

this

Create 
QR Code

Create 
Email & 

Benefits.

Create 
simple 
3- steps

Prepare 
association 
test for app 

icon

watch 
udemy 

course on 
React Native

https://www.
hospitalitynet
.org/news/41
08384.html

***Users may 
not have done 

PWA install 
before***

Enters 
rental

Turns 
on TV

CRITICAL: 90% of 
Owners will 

convert to paid if 
Guest mentions 
us in reviews.

Gets triggered 
message; 2 “locals- 

favorite” 
recommendations.

Stressful 
time for 
Guest. 

SIMPLIFY

Create 
Owner 

welcome 
video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vtt4gz10Sq4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvCri1tqIxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPJoq_QVsY4
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/news/4108384.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/news/4108384.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/news/4108384.html
https://www.hospitalitynet.org/news/4108384.html

